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Goal of thesis:

Analysis of the foot shape and pressure distribution on the interface foot and it´s neighbourhood from the 
point of view various factors and aspects. Describe it´s responsibility for measuring foot shape adnd 
pressure distribution. Describe methods for detection of the shape and pressure distribution.

1. Volume:

* pages of text 84

* literature 145

* tables, graphs, appendices 38 figures

2. Seriousness of topics:
above 

average average
under 

avarage

* theroretical knowladges ***

* input data and their processing ***

* used methods ***

degree of evaluation

3. Criteria of thesis classification excellent very good satisfactory unsatisfactory

degree of aim of work fulfilment *** ***

independence of student during process of 
thesis ***

logical constutruction of work ***

work with literature and citations ***

adequacy of used methods ***

design of  work (text, graphs, tablels) ***

stylistic level ***

4. Usefulness of the thesis outcomes:
under 

average average



5. Comments and questions to 
answer:

I can declair that A. Andreou fill the aim of it´s master thesis. He has work independently during 
elaboration this thesis. He has been useing modern principles and technology for extraction of 
information. By my means is very good he coments each part of knowledge by owns notes. I can say the 
thesis has adequate range in the field of the food shape and pressure distribution. But   unfortunately I 
lost more concret information about real value of parameters of the shape and real pressure in quantities 
and it´s units. It is also my question - why You didn´t take a chance for interpretation much more 
concrete data?  

6. Recomendation for defence: YES NO

7. Designed classificatory degree very good

according 
defence
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